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School nurse–parent partnership in school health care for children with Type 1 diabetes: A hybrid method concept analysis

Abstract

Aim: To define school nurse–parent partnerships in school health care for children with type 1 diabetes (T1D) and determine its attributes using a hybrid model.

Design: A concept analysis using a hybrid model.

Methods: This method involves a three-phase process: theoretical, fieldwork, and analytical. A literature review was conducted during the theoretical phase. A literature search of articles from January 1991 to February 2020 was conducted using relevant electronic databases. Eighty-three articles that met the inclusion criteria were completely read. Fieldwork data were collected through individual interviews from February to July 2019 in South Korea. In the fieldwork phase, interviews were conducted individually with 22 mothers of students with T1D and 20 school nurses recruited by purposeful sampling. Inductive content analysis was conducted. The findings from the theoretical phase were integrated with those from the fieldwork phase, and the final concept was derived.

Results: School nurse–parent partnership in school health care for children with T1D has been defined as an interactive process of maintaining a balanced responsibility and providing tailored care to meet needs by establishing trusting relationships and communicating transparently and openly. This analysis yielded four attributes: trusting relationships, transparent and open communication, balanced responsibility, and providing tailored care to meet needs—this entails providing nursing actions by advocating for students and performing a negotiated role together or individually for student and family.
Conclusion: The findings of this study add to the importance of an attribute of balancing responsibility for partnership in school health care. The results show that this partnership could contribute to the development of a scale, theory, and nursing intervention in school health care for children with T1D.

Keywords: diabetes mellitus, Type 1; Mothers; School health services; Students
INTRODUCTION

In the United States, approximately 40% of school-age children and adolescents are reported to have one or more chronic conditions, such as asthma, obesity, or diabetes. The health care needs of children and adolescents with such chronic diseases include daily management of the disease and resolution of potential emergencies [1]. To increase the independence and self-management of school-aged children and adolescents with chronic diseases, care coordination through partnerships between families and school nurses is essential [2]. Family engagement in school is key to the health care of school-aged children and adolescents with chronic disease, which can help their successful transition into independent young adults [3]. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) presents family engagement as an important component of the whole-school, whole-community, and whole-child models to address health problems in the school setting [4].

Currently, school-based interventions for children with chronic conditions have been implemented [5], and type 1 diabetes (T1D) self-management has become much easier with the introduction of advances in technology such as continuous glucose monitoring or artificial pancreas system [6]. However, it is not known whether the development of school-based interventions or technologies using devices has strengthened collaboration between each party or reduced the need for collaboration. Moreover, the ratio of school nurses to students is correlated with the HbA1c of students with T1D. This finding suggests that this change in the level of collaboration may be applied in the calculation of the ideal staffing level of school nurses [7]; however, there is currently no scale to measure it, and above all, no concept analysis has been conducted. Several scales applied concepts regarding partnership have been developed in children's hospital and long-term care facility settings; however, it has not been revealed whether the conceptual attributes of partnership in school health care are the same as that in
these settings or if it includes other attributes.

**Background**

The most common health conditions requiring school health care were asthma, attention deficit disorder/attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, and severe allergies, but the most common healthcare procedure by school nurses was related to all diabetes care, such as glucose monitoring, insulin injections, and glucagon injection [5]. The previous study noted that there was an increase in blood glucose monitoring and insulin injections and decrease in nebulizer treatment and oxygen saturation checks during care by the school nurse. This result is consistent with research on the increase in T1D in the US; the estimated T1D prevalence per 1000 youths for those 19 years or younger increased significantly from 1.48 in 2001 to 2.15 in 2017 [8]. In a review study on the perception of school health care among parents of children with chronic diseases from 2010 to 2020, 60% were identified related to diabetes, which was twice as high as asthma [9]. Otherwise, in a national survey on confidence in school health care, 42% of school nurses reported that they were confident in diabetes management, which was lower than in the case of anaphylaxis (82%), asthma (73%), eczema (57%), and epilepsy (58%) [10]. These results suggest that diabetes is one of the health problems that should be preferentially dealt with in school health care. Additionally, mothers are the primary caregivers for children with T1D, and only 5% of children had a father or grandparent as the primary caregiver [11]. In addition, compared to fathers, mothers of children with T1D reported significantly greater parenting stress [12], perceived burden, and emotional distress [13].

In school, children with T1D not only need skills but also the ability to make decisions about the need for tests and medications and dosing for proper blood sugar control, but school-aged children are far from perfect. A previous study of students aged 6 to 9 (1st to 3rd grades)
reported that parents frequently received calls from the school or were requested to visit school
[14]. Furthermore, 56.5% of children aged 6 to 9 required assistance in administering insulin
injections; even 15.6% of older children (aged 10 to 12) did not have the skills to determine the
type and dose of insulin [15]. Even if adolescents have self-medication skills, it does not mean
that they do not need help in acquiring information about medication. Only 8–9% of adolescents
aged 13 to 15 with diabetes needed help with self-care at school [16], but 36.5% of adolescents
obtained information about self-medication from their parents [17].

In 2016, the National Association of School Nurses (NASN) released “21st Century School
Nursing Practice,” a new framework moving beyond basic care management to a systems-level
approach for delivery of school health care [18]. A key element in the application of this
framework is care coordination, including direct treatment and communication throughout the
system. Care coordination includes case management, chronic disease management,
collaborative communication, direct care, education, interdisciplinary teams, motivational
interviewing/counseling, nursing delegation, student care plans, student-centered care, student
self-empowerment, and transitioning planning [19].

Students’ health status has a positive correlation with academic achievement and lifelong
well-being [20, 21]. School nurses, who occupy the largest portion of school health services,
have a direct and lasting relationship with students. School health care is team-based care that
works collaboratively with patients, family caregivers, school nurses, and primary and
community health care providers [22]. Specifically, school-based intervention for children with
chronic diseases emphasizes the partnership with the school nurse or child/youth and family
[23].

Similarly, the partnership between family and the school nurse is emphasized in school
health care for children with T1D; however, both parents and school nurses recognized various
interpersonal obstacles pertaining to school health care for children with chronic diseases [9, 24]. Although advances in technology for children with chronic diseases have recently been developed, there is no quantitative comparative study on how these developments affected the collaboration between families and schools in school health [25]. A scale examining partnerships with pediatric nurses in hospital settings has been developed [26]; however, a concept analysis of partnerships in the context of school health care has not been conducted. It is necessary to analyze the concept and develop scales for partnership with families in school-based care.

Partnerships in child care are different from partnerships with patients or clients as they include parental participation and parents as experts regarding the developmental aspects and health statuses of children [3, 27]. Family-centered care (FCC) is used as a surrogate term for partnership in care and its attributes, including parental participation in care, development of a respectful and trusting partnership, and information sharing [28].

To improve the quality of school health care for students with chronic conditions, it is necessary to identify commonalities and differences between the ambiguous concepts of partnerships between school nurses and parents in school health care settings and clarify conceptual attributes. Concept analysis promotes understanding of a specific phenomenon with a concept that is poorly defined, or has inconsistencies between the definition and its use in research, which aims to clarify, recognize, and define [29]. In a hybrid model of concept development, analysis from the literature review is closely integrated with the empirical data collected in the clinical setting, and precedes the measurement of a concept [30]. The school nurse–parent partnership in school health care for managing T1D can provide a theoretical basis and an understanding of key elements to develop a scale and school-based intervention. This concept analysis aims to evaluate the school nurse and parent partnerships using a hybrid model.
METHODS

This study analyzed the concept of school nurse–parent partnerships in school health care for children with T1D using a hybrid model. This method involves a three-phase process: theoretical, fieldwork, and analytical.

Theoretical phase

A literature review was conducted during the theoretical phase. The keywords and synonyms related to “school nurse,” “family,” and “partnership” were used, employing four databases—PubMed, Embase, Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature, and Web of Science (supplementary file). The inclusion criteria were: 1) published in English, 2) peer-reviewed articles published from the beginning of database until February 2020, and 3) primary reviews and descriptive studies including attributes partnership in school health care.

Of the total 704 articles initially obtained from the search, the titles and abstracts of 432 studies were reviewed after the duplicates were deleted. Eighty-three articles that met the inclusion criteria were completely read. Finally, 19 articles were selected for the analytical phase (Figure 1, Table 1).

The literature was reviewed as follows: What is the nature of the partnership between school nurses and families of children with T1D? How has the partnership been defined? How has the partnership been conceptualized? How has the partnership been measured? For data analysis, the authors repeatedly read the selected articles to extract relevant meaning units, which were coded. Codes were identified and classified, which were integrated as subcategories and categorized.
**Fieldwork phase**

In the fieldwork stage, in-depth interviews were conducted with 22 mothers of students with T1D and 20 school nurses (Table 2). The inclusion criteria were mothers who had: 1) children with T1D, 2) children aged between 6 and 12 (primary school age), and 3) children who experienced school health care for one year after the first diagnosis. The inclusion criteria of school nurses were as follows: 1) more than one year of experience. Purposeful sampling was used to recruit participants through an online self-help group of parents of children with T1D and school nurse groups in two districts in South Korea. Those who voluntarily agreed to participate in the interview following the introduction of the purpose, process, and implications of this study were selected. The participants were sampled until the responses to the interview questions reached saturation and no new codes emerged, and then data collection was terminated [31].

The individual interviews were conducted between February and July 2019, in consideration of the participant’s preferred schedule (school nurse: 5 months; parents: 4 months), mainly at the participants’ home. However, if this was unfeasible, a rented private space near the home was used temporarily to conduct interviews. Interviews with parents and school nurses lasted for 57.64±11.74 and 53.33±20.55 minutes, respectively. The interviews were based on a semi-structured interview guide. The interview questions included experiences of cooperating with the parents or school nurses and perceived components of partnership. The interviews were recorded and transcribed. Inductive content analysis was conducted [32].

The collected data were analyzed according to the inductive approach to qualitative content analysis procedures suggested by Elo and Kyngäs, comprising open coding, coding sheets, grouping, categorization, and abstraction [33]. For data analysis, the researchers read the transcripts repeatedly to find important sentences or phrases, grasped the meaning, and created
codes. The codes, subcategories, and categories were developed using the NVivo (Release 1.5.1) [34]. Meaningful units and initial codes were extracted through repetitive line-by-line reading. Similar codes were formulated and grouped into subcategories, and categories were formed by integrating them. Conflicting opinions were discussed until a consensus was reached.

Analytical phase

After extracting the categories regarding school nurse–parent partnership in school health care for children with T1D in the theoretical phase, the categories at the theoretical level were compared and contrasted with those at the field level. The findings from the theoretical phase were integrated with those from fieldwork phase and the concept regarding school nurse–parent partnership in school health care was expanded, and consequently, the final concept was derived.

Ethical considerations

This study was approved by the Institutional Human Research Board (IRB No. 1041386-202101-HR-75-01). Interviews were conducted after the approval of IRB on qualitative research through interviews with school nurses and mothers (IRB No. DHUMC-D-19001-PRO-01 and DHUMC-D-19002-PRO-01). Participants who voluntarily consented to participate in the qualitative phase through interviews were included.

Rigor

Field notes were taken for rich descriptions. Member checks, peer debriefing, and referential adequacy were conducted for credibility [35]. Credibility, which is equivalent to internal validity in quantitative research, is an evaluation of whether the analyzed results are reasonably derived from the data obtained from the participant and whether the participant’s
original point of view is accurately interpreted [36]. Member checking includes systematic feedback from participants on data, categories, interpretations, and research conclusions to reduce the risk of misinterpretation [37]. There was no significantly meaningful change in interpretation and categories by member checking. Peer debriefing is a kind of external evaluation regarding the research process by peer researchers [37].

Results

Theoretical phase

Dictionary definition of partnership

A partnership is defined as a relationship between individuals or groups characterized by mutual cooperation and responsibility to achieve a specific goal [38].

Attributes of partnership from other disciplines

Partnerships have been used in a variety of areas, including business and administration, public service, education, health, and social care. Its dimensions in business and administration include commitment, coordination, interdependence, and trust [39]. In the public service context, partnership includes sharing power, work, support and/or information with others in the achievement of joint goals and/or mutual benefit [40]. Partnerships with family have been used extensively in education. Its dimensions include commitment, respect, communication, and professional competence [41]. Staff or families are required to have capacities, such as capabilities (skills, knowledge), connections (networks), cognition (belief, values), and confidence (self-efficacy) [42].

Attributes of partnership in nursing
The nature of partnerships with a client in the health field reflects its attributes in nursing. This relationship has the characteristics of a working alliance [43]. In the health visiting context, attributes include a genuine and trusting relationship, honest and open communication and listening, praise and encouragement, reciprocity, empathy, sharing and respect for the other’s expertise, working together with negotiation of goals, plans and boundaries, participation and involvement, support and advocacy, information giving, and enabling choice and equity [44].

Common key attributes of partnership in nursing are information sharing, participation, collaboration, power sharing, and negotiation [45, 46]. Partnership in caring for the accident and emergency environment included three attributes, namely, negotiation and equality of care, parents as equal partners, and shifting of care responsibility [47]. Partnership within the relationship between health care providers and patients included eight attributes: shared decision making, relationship, professional competence, shared knowledge, autonomy, communication, participation, and shared power [46].

Partnerships in children’s health care include understanding children’s health issues in a family and respecting them as experts [48]. Partnerships with parents include assessing their as well as their children’s needs, sharing care with families, encouraging parental involvement, keeping them informed, and respecting, empowering, and collaborating with them [49]. Pediatric nurse – parent partnership included seven attributes—reciprocity, professional knowledge and skills, sensitivity, collaboration, communication, shared information, and cautiousness [26].

Definition of partnership in SCHOOL HEALTH CARE

Partnership in school health care is intended to form a supportive circle for children in
collaboration with health care faculty in schools and the community [50]. It was defined as
collaboratively looking for opportunities to teach skills, sharing disease knowledge, and
providing support to empower students toward self-management [51]. Kakumanu et al. (2017)
defined partnerships in school health care for children with chronic diseases as shaping a child-
centered supportive circle, comprising clinicians, school nurses, and families around children
with chronic disease [52].

In the theoretical phase of this study, seven attributes were identified: building a rapport,
transparent and open communication, negotiation, clear role delineation, using the nursing
process, advocating, and empowering parents.

Fieldwork phase

In this phase, primary codes were extracted and grouped into attributes of school nurse–
parent partnership in SCHOOL HEALTH CARE for children with T1D.

Attributes

The extracted attributes were classified into 7 categories, 23 subcategories, and 222 codes
(102 of parents and 120 of school nurses). The fieldwork phase analysis results were identified
with seven attributes similar to those of the theoretical phase: (1) respectable and reciprocal
relationship, (2) sharing health information, (3) mutual agreement on the roles of each party, (4)
shared responsibility, (5) providing personalized care, (6) protection from discrimination, and
(7) empowering parents.

(1) Respectable and reciprocal relationship

Participants recognized “respectable and reciprocal relationship” as a subcategory of
reciprocity, mutual respect, trust, cautiousness, and politeness as important attributes of partnership in school health care. Most parents and school nurses recognized the importance of trust and respect for each other. In particular, it was not an effort by one party, but reciprocal features were emphasized. They said that it was necessary for parents to trust the school nurse as the sole health care professional in school, and for the school nurse to recognize the parent as another expert in the health care area. They also said that the rapport formed through this was a way to make cooperation easier. In this process, they pointed out the importance of each other's cautiousness and respectful attitude. “The school nurse should respect parents, and it would be inappropriate to teach children’s parents.” [school nurse4] “I believe that a little politeness between the school nurse and parents and caution during the introduction are needed.” [parent8] “There’s a great difference between saying ‘I’m worried about my child’s situation’ and asking, ‘If something happens to my child, will the school nurse take responsibility? Isn’t that what they have to do?’.” “They must be considerate of each other.” [school nurse13]

(2) Sharing health information

Both parties shared students’ health information and opinions to solve students’ health conditions. For this, participants had periodic contact between themselves and exchanged information for the child’s condition. They recognized that timely contact and regular meetings were needed, rather than frequent meetings or contacts, due to the time limitations of either parents at work or the school nurse. Parents informed the health status of their children to the school nurse in detail so that the school nurse could prepare and respond in advance. The school nurse also informed parents of students’ health problems at school so that the parents could receive active treatment at a hospital or discussed any problem with the parents to immediately
solve it.

“"A connection is needed, whereby we can send and receive short text messages about the child’s condition when the child goes to school sick."" [parent9] “"When we talk, the school nurse tells me to solve things I did not think of."" [parent17] “"I am in touch to see how I can keep this child healthy by sharing opinions. ""[school nurse12]

(3) Mutual agreement on the roles of each party

The subcategories of the third attribute, mutual agreement on the roles of each party, included verifying needs and requests, and compromising. It means that the school nurse verifies what kind of demands the parents had from school health care, and the parents also request to learn about the kinds of school health care that they want from the school nurse. In this process, as parents are in the position to request the school nurse for specific roles, and the school nurse is in a position to receive requests from the parents, it is important to find a midpoint between each other's needs so that both the mother's needs and the school nurse’s work situation can be considered simultaneously. In other words, while parents should not make unreasonable demands from the school nurse beyond the legal scope, school nurses too should consider the situation of the student's family and to try to find ways and means to help parents as much as possible rather than drawing a clear line on parental requests. “"I told the school nurse that I should be able to call you if the pump is clogged, or the machine is malfunctioning."

[parent15] “"It would be good to have an in-depth discussion about the child, and the school nurse would like to talk about their position and what school nurse can and cannot do. First, I would request you to help as much as possible regarding childcare."" [parent11] “"I think it is right to open up gradually while communicating with the mother because they [mothers and school nurses] have different expectations for each role."" [school nurse3] “We have to find the
(4) Shared responsibility

Shared responsibility includes three subcategories: mutual understanding, shared duties, and working together. It means that school nurse and parents faithfully share responsibility to achieve the common goal of optimal health outcomes for students. For this, parents and school nurses need to know the scope of each other's roles well and to have agreed role descriptions for specific situations. There is no written agreement on the roles of each, but the roles that each of them plays individually or together are partly subdivided. “The school nurse works with me to adjust the insulin amount to match the child’s blood sugar.” [parent3] “First, I think we should know each other well... about the extent of demands and how the school nurse can help.” [parent8] “We need to properly determine what we can do together and individually.” [school nurse12]

(5) Providing personalized care

This refers to taking an interest in students’ health care and providing supportive care, and includes providing personalized care to meet the students’ individual needs. The attributes are educating and strengthening students’ self-care, counseling and psychological care, providing nursing interventions, and parental participation in care. Both parents and school nurses said that it was necessary to educate students so that they can take care of themselves from an early age. In addition, parents and school nurses each perform their own negotiated tasks; the school nurse performs health care for children with chronic diseases in addition to basic tasks, and parents participated in school health care as the school nurse could not fulfill the tasks of their own volition. “We need to work with the school nurse and parents to make the child
independent.” [school nurse16] “This should be tailored to the child’s characteristics.”

[parent10] “I tried to apply the nebulizer because of the difficulties of peer problems other than the health of the child.” [school nurse18] “These things cheer up the child. First, I can take good care of their physical health: Although I do not want the school nurse to do a great deal, I want them to provide the best possible care and psychological support.” [parent9]

(6) Protection from discrimination

This category is to protect a student's illness from becoming a weakness and help the student be considered a regular student by school staff and peers. Parents want their children to experience a normal school life without discrimination through effective disease management rather than receiving special treatment at school. The participants recognized the need to protect privacy so that the child's disease does not become a weakness at school, to consider the students for effective disease management, and to give the child as much attention as desired.

“I think school nurse should protect children's own rules.” [school nurse20] “I'm just trying to be a guard on the kid so she won't be withdrawn in school.” [parent3] “I think it's a concern for a child who needs care.” [school nurse6] “I hope school nurses would raise awareness about diseases among their peers.” [parent13] “I made it easy for my child to rest in the health room and then go back to the classroom.” [school nurse3]

(7) Empowering parents

Participants state that supporting parents and linking them with the resources they need is important. They believed it was important to advocate for parents with relevant resources. Some school nurses perceived cooperation with parents as providing a counseling program for parents to resolve their psychological distress or introducing financial support through national funding
“The school nurse told me about the funding project supported by the government.”

“I am working on paperwork to ensure that the child can receive medical help.”

Final analytical phase

The school nurse–parent partnership in SCHOOL HEALTH CARE for T1D was analyzed in the final analytical phase. In this, attributes were confirmed by a comparative analysis of the theoretical phase results and fieldwork phase results (Table 3).

School nurse–parent partnership in school health care for children with T1D has been defined as an interactive process of maintaining a balanced responsibility and providing tailored care to meet needs by establishing trusting relationships and communicating transparently and openly.

The four attributes of school nurse–parent partnership in SCHOOL HEALTH CARE for T1D are: 1) trusting relationships: this refers to establishing mutually trusting and respectful relationships between the school nurse and parents, 2) transparent and open communication: this means communicating openly and consistently to share and solve students’ health problems, 3) balanced responsibility: this means compromising each other’s needs, sharing roles, and working together to pursue a common goal, and 4) providing tailored cares to meet needs: this means providing nursing actions through advocating students and performing a negotiated role together or individually for student and family.

Discussion

The purpose of this concept analysis was to analyze the school nurse–parent partnership in school health care for T1D using the hybrid model. In this study, four attributes (trusting
relationship, transparent and open communication, balanced responsibility, and providing tailored care to meet needs) of this partnership were derived. Previous literature regarding partnership in school health care related to asthma found the attributes of forming supportive relationships and communication, which were similar to those found in this study; however, attributes like implementation according to an action plan and assessment of asthma triggering factors differed from this study [52].

In a previous concept synthesis regarding FCC and partnership in care for children with chronic disease, the domains were similar to this study and included the following: valuing parents’ expertise and knowledge about their child; forming a trusting relationship with the child and family; and facilitating the child and family to participate in care delivery through negotiation, empowerment, and shared goal setting [53]. However, the differences between attributes in this synthesis and the current study is that the provision of specific services in FCC, such as providing support to patient and families, providing special knowledge to parents, facilitating parental involvement and involving parents in care rounds, participation in care, and specific roles [27, 53, 54], is more pronounced. The attributes extracted in this study had a larger emphasis on the reciprocity, such as “mutual exchange of information” and “mutual agreement,” of partnership than those of FCC [53]. As T1D often affects children from early childhood [55, 56], the participants perceived that parents were already experts in their child’s care; hence, the provision of special knowledge by school nurses or the dependence on the school nurse for specific care may have been found to a lesser extent in this study.

Relationship is an attribute that accounts for the largest proportion of partnership attributes [46]. In the present study, establishing a trusting relationship is similar to reciprocity [26] and relationship [57] derived as an attribute in other conceptual analysis studies on partnership. This means that parents and school nurses have mutual respect and trust to achieve a common goal.
Respect has been recognized as an attribute of FCC for children with chronic disease, a counterparty to valued contributors. Trust to support children’s interests is another attribute of FCC [58]. Establishing trusting relationships is a theme to facilitate in a challenging context for youth with T1D [59]. Building rapport, developing trust, and increasing familiarity are needed to facilitate communication with children when there is low utilization of school-based health services [60]. Parents and school nurses emphasized reciprocity in mutual collaboration [61].

Communication is an attribute equally mentioned in the extant literature [26, 46]. Communication between parents and school personnel is essential for establishing individualized care plans in school health care for students with T1D [62]. When a child has a specific health problem, parents sometimes hide the disease [63]. Therefore, honest and open communication has been emphasized in the literature [64, 65], and “open” has been included as it becomes a channel through which information is regularly exchanged in this study. Specifically, parents, school nurses, and primary care providers (PCP) should cooperate in school health care for chronic diseases [66]. However, if PCPs have not been involved in school health care, it may be important to closely communicate and cooperate with parents and school nurses for decision making to solve children’s health problems. It is necessary for the school nurse and parents to set a common goal that can bring the most desirable results to students [67, 68]. Moreover, school nurses can bridge the gap as a stepping stone through communication between teachers, students, and parents, and can mediate relational conflicts among them.

Partnership between parents and pediatric nurses in hospitals did not have attributes such as negotiation or shared responsibility because the given responsibilities of staff nurses were clear and nurses would not feel like sharing their assigned roles [26]. Balanced responsibility was a unique concept in partnership for school health care with unclear responsibilities. Compared with another conceptual analysis study in partnership between staff and family in a
long-term care facility, it is similar to the inclusion of negotiation and shared responsibility [57].

Role negotiation is a tenet concept for partnership between health professionals and the family in child health nursing [69]. Parents with knowledge and experience of chronic disease could negotiate appropriate support to achieve collaborative care [70]; participants in this study also seemed to seek balanced roles in school health care through effective communication. Effective negotiation needs a clear delineation of roles and mutual agreement of participation in care [71].

In the USA, a care or action plan in school is written in collaboration with the parent and the school, and is based on, and consistent with, the written school-based medical management plan [72]. This is also related to clear role delineation and is distinguished from the attributes of other partnerships by understanding the responsibilities of the role according to consensus. However, in cases where there are no legal standards or guidelines for the scope of practice, such as injections and blood sugar tests, although parents make such requests, school nurses either accept or reject them. When both demands did not find a balance or a midpoint, the subjects eventually perceived a lack of cooperation, and either the school nurse or parents, mostly mothers, had no choice but to take care of the child. Hence, these problems resulted in parental dissatisfaction with school health care as a consequence in the analysis of this study.

Conversely, the consequences also revealed that mothers who found a compromise and shared duties with the school nurse expressed satisfaction with the school health care. Regarding a school health environment where there is no action plan for institutional reasons, specifying and documenting role responsibilities may help improve the partnership.

The final attribute is providing tailored care to meet needs. For the students’ optimal health outcomes, it means providing care that meets the needs of students by planning or teaching skills to perform self-care, performing negotiated roles, and advocating for students. This includes what a school health professional implements according to an action plan for a child.
with diabetes [52]. In the US, school nurses are responsible for coordinating and overseeing medical management and safety during school hours and all school-sponsored activities [72]. They play an important role, including direct care such as testing and medication administration, education for stakeholders, and organization of care for children with chronic disease [73]. The scope of direct practice of school nurse could be limited because of legal limitations and the absence of a similar action plan [24]. Administration of medication and blood sugar testing depended heavily on parental care in this study, which is similar to the literature from some countries [14, 74]. To supplement this, school nurses in this study particularly emphasized the cooperative role of self-care for children. Supporting students’ self-care is an important attribute of partnership on the trajectory to self-management, which includes teaching skills, sharing knowledge, and providing support to empower students on the trajectory of self-management [14, 51]. In advocating, mothers in this study wanted them to participate in school activities like other children without discrimination and socialize with their peers without isolation rather than receiving extra special school services. They also wanted to be a pioneer in peer education and awareness improvement by school nurses so that their children's diseases would not be stigmatized. This finding is consistent with that of parents of children with T1D perceiving stigma surrounding T1D [75] and adolescents with T1D perceiving stigma of varying severity as a social barrier for self-care [76] in other studies. In this context, the school nurse should continuously strive for knowledge and skills for the well-being of students by providing tailored care and playing the role of an advocate.

The implications of this study are as follows: First, the attributes identified through this study can be linked to further nursing research, including scale development, and contribute to the development of practical theory [29]. Second, nursing intervention can be developed to promote partnership in school health care for school nurses and parents based on these attributes.
in the nursing education area. Third, a scale based on this concept can contribute to further quantitative research on the effect of the level of partnership between school nurses and parents with children with chronic diseases on the perception of school nurse, students’ health outcomes, school nurse-to-student ratios, and parental satisfaction in school health care, which can contribute to policy development of school health care. This study has some limitations. The participants’ interviews in the qualitative study were conducted in one country. Moreover, interviewees in the field phase were limited to mothers of children with T1D among chronic diseases. Therefore, it is necessary to compare the results of studies conducted in various countries with those of parents of children with various chronic diseases.

CONCLUSION

The partnership between school nurses and parents is a prerequisite for providing high-quality school health care to students with T1D. However, there is limited understanding of the school health care setting because of the multidimensional properties of the concept and the diversity of the contexts in which the concept is used. The concept analysis in this study highlights the importance of trusting relationships, transparent and open communication, balanced responsibility, and providing tailored care to meet needs in partnership with the school nurse and parent. Based on the definition and attributes of school nurse–parent partnership identified through the results, it can be used as basic data for future scale development and various intervention programs for school nurses and parents.
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### Tables

**Table 1. Literature Reviewed in the Theoretical Phase**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author (Published year)</th>
<th>Subcategories</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mäenpää et al. (2013)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maenpaa &amp; Astedt-Kurki (2008a)</td>
<td>Respect</td>
<td>Building a rapport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erickson, Splett, Mullett, Jensen, et al. (2006)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rouse (2012)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maenpaa &amp; Astedt-Kurki (2008a)</td>
<td>Trust and confidence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erickson, Splett, Mullett, Jensen, et al. (2006)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murdock et al. (2009)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maenpaa &amp; Astedt-Kurki (2008a)</td>
<td>Familiarity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rouse (2012)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Reciprocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murdock et al. (2009)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Contact availability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maenpaa &amp; Astedt-Kurki (2008a)</td>
<td>Honesty, openness, confidentiality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guilday (2014)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Open and effective communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erickson, Splett, Mullett, &amp; Heiman (2006)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mäenpää et al. (2013)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kakumanu et al. (2017)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maenpaa &amp; Astedt-Kurki (2008a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maenpaa &amp; Astedt-Kurki (2008b)</td>
<td>Mutually exchange information about the children’s health status</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bullard et al. (2020)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lavalle (2002)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erickson, Splett, Mullett, Jensen, et al. (2006)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rouse (2012)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mäenpää et al. (2013)</td>
<td>Problem-based communication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lavalle (2002)</td>
<td>Assessing the needs of the parent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holmström et al. (2018)</td>
<td>Responsiveness to individual needs of students and parents</td>
<td>Negotiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agreements on addressing the situation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDA (1999)</td>
<td>Clarifying the roles and responsibilities of school nurses and parents in school health care</td>
<td>Clear role delineation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lavalle (2002)</td>
<td>Understanding the roles and responsibility of the team</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mäenpää et al. (2013)</td>
<td>Assessing, knowing, and monitoring children's health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maenpaa &amp; Astedt-Kurki (2008b)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guilday (2014)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AADE (2016)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson &amp; Albanese-O'Neill (2016)</td>
<td>Supporting self-care practices: teaching skills, sharing knowledge, and empowerment</td>
<td>Using nursing process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strawhacker (2001)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASN (2016)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mäenpää et al. (2013)</td>
<td>Respect for child’s privacy in decision-making</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mäenpää et al. (2013)</td>
<td>Helping with problematic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author (Published year)</td>
<td>Subcategories</td>
<td>Attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASN (2016)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kakumanu et al. (2017)</td>
<td>Implementing management plans</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lavalle (2002)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AADE (2016)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bobo et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Parental participation in care</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murdock et al. (2009)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rouse (2012)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kakumanu et al. (2017)</td>
<td>Ensuring safety</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bobo et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Applying flexible rules within the school</td>
<td>Advocating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kakumanu et al. (2017)</td>
<td>Enhancing school staff awareness and education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maenpaa &amp; Astedt-Kurki (2008b)</td>
<td>Understanding the family situation</td>
<td>Empowering parents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bobo et al. (2011)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erickson, Splett, Mullett, &amp; Heiman (2006)</td>
<td>Supporting the family to care for themselves</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maenpaa &amp; Astedt-Kurki (2008a)</td>
<td>Enhancing parental resources, and linking resources</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freeman (2011)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: NASN = National Association of School Nurses; AADE = American Association of Diabetes Educators; CDA = Canadian Diabetes Association*
Table 2. Characteristics of the Participants (N = 42)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>n (%) or M±SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mother (n = 22)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td></td>
<td>42.77 ± 3.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>High school</td>
<td>5 (22.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bachelor’s degree</td>
<td>11 (50.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>≥ Master’s degree</td>
<td>6 (27.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>9 (40.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>13 (59.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child’s age (years)</td>
<td></td>
<td>11.00 ± 1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of disease onset</td>
<td></td>
<td>36.00 ± 27.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child’s school type</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>21 (95.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Private</td>
<td>1 (4.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>School nurse (n = 20)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td></td>
<td>47.60 ± 7.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Career as school nurse (months)</td>
<td></td>
<td>210.05 ± 109.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Bachelor’s degree</td>
<td>15 (75.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Master’s degree</td>
<td>5 (25.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Theoretical phase: PRISMA flowchart
Figure 2. Concept of school nurse–parent partnership in school health care for children with type 1 diabetes